
 

A noun is a word or word group that is used to name a person, a place, a thing, or an idea. 

PERSONS governor, children, Mr. Garcia, African Americans 

PLACES college, islands, rain forest, Kentucky 

THINGS computer, clouds, Ferris wheel, Lincoln Memorial 

IDEAS creativity, imagination, self-respect, Christianity 

EXERCISE Underline each noun in the following sentences. 

Example 1. The state of New Mexico is in the southwestern part of the United States.

1. New Mexico achieved statehood in the early twentieth century. 

2. Santa Fe is the capital of this southwestern state. 

3. It is the oldest and highest United States capital. 

4. The city lies near the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, a range of the Rocky Mountains. 

5. The first European explorers here were Spanish. 

6. Before Spanish colonists arrived, the Pueblo lived there peacefully. 

7. The western end of the famous Santa Fe Trail was there. 

8. The trail extended from Missouri to New Mexico. 

9. It was a popular trade route for much of the nineteenth century. 

10. Tourism is important to the economy of the state. 

11. Santa Fe has many interesting attractions. 

12. One popular attraction is the Palace of the Governors. 

13. It is recognized as the oldest public building in the nation. 

14. The palace is now a part of the Museum of New Mexico. 
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15. Santa Fe honors its Spanish and American Indian heritage at its many historical sites. 

16. The city has one of the oldest churches in the United States. 

17. Mission of San Miguel of Santa Fe is its name. 

18. The Wheelwright Museum houses artwork created by Navajos. 

19. In the center of the city are many shops and restaurants. 

20. This bustling, historic area is named the Plaza.
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Answer Keys: 

1. New Mexico achieved statehood in the early twentieth century. 

2. Santa Fe is the capital of this southwestern state. 

3. It is the oldest and highest United States capital. 

4. The city lies near the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, which is a range of the Rocky Mountains. 

5. The first European explorers here were Spanish. 

6. Before Spanish colonists arrived, the Pueblo lived there peacefully. 

7. The western end of the famous Santa Fe Trail was there. 

8. The trail extended from Missouri to New Mexico. 

9. It was a popular trade route for much of the nineteenth century. 

10. Tourism is important to the economy of the state. 

11. Santa Fe has many interesting attractions. 

12. One popular attraction is the Palace of the Governors. 

13. It is recognized as the oldest public building in the nation. 

14. The palace is now a part of the Museum of New Mexico. 

15. Santa Fe honors its Spanish and American Indian heritage at its many historical sites. 

16. The city has one of the oldest churches in the United States. 

17. Mission of San Miguel of Santa Fe is its name. 

18. The Wheelwright Museum houses artwork created by Navajos. 

19. In the center of the city are many shops and restaurants. 

20. This bustling, historic area is named the Plaza.
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